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Tests

 

Boundary breaches

Emotional response to breaches

Past boundary-setting attempts

Response to past attempts

Desirable boundary outcomes

Personal space scale On a scale of 1-10, how 
comfortable are you with 
physical touch from the 
individual?

Time investment scale On a scale of 1-10, how 
often do you feel you need 
personal time away from the 
individual?

Communication 
effectiveness scale

On a scale of 1-10, how 
effective has your past 
communication about 
boundaries been?

Comfort level in 
confrontation

On a scale of 1-10, how 
comfortable are you 
confronting someone when 
a boundary is crossed?

Perceived support system On a scale of 1-10, how 
supported do you feel in this 
relationship?


	Full Name: James Sy
	Date: 04/07/2023
	Age: 32
	Gender: Male
	Contact Information: 555-1234
	Past mental health diagnoses: Anxiety
	Current medications: Citalopram 20mg daily
	Previous therapy: Dr. Allen for 6 months in 2020
	Hospitalizations: None
	Family mental health history: Aunt - Depression
	Relationship in question: Romantic Partner (Lisa)
	Boundary breaches: Lisa often checks my phone without my permission. She also decides on our weekend plans without consulting me.

	Emotional response to breaches: I feel invaded and disregarded.
	Past boundarysetting attempts: I once mentioned my discomfort with her checking my phone.
	Response to past attempts: Lisa got upset and said she does it because she cares. She also argued that she doesn't have anything to hide on her phone, implying that I might.

	Desirable boundary outcomes: I want mutual trust and an equal say in our plans. I also want respect for personal privacy.

	On a scale of 110 how comfortable are you with phys i cal touch from the individual: 6
	On a scale of 110 how often do you fee l you need personal t i me away from the individual: 8
	On a scale of 110 how effective has your past communication about boundaries been: 4
	On a scale of 110 how comfortable are you confronting someone when a boundary is crossed: 5
	On a scale of 110 how supported do you fee l in this relationship: 5


